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Portable Bulk Scale

864

The manual Portable Bulk Scale, 864 or 864M, can be used to improve mixing accuracy and save you in time and
labor. No part of the beam protrudes above the top of the hopper. The 1,000-pound capacity hopper, made of 12 and
14 ga. steel, rides on large 10" and 6" rubber-tired wheels. The hopper has a quick gravity bottom discharge which
is 10" x 14" and is controlled at the operator’s end of the buggy. Unit has push handle and wheel brakes. The scale
counterweight is included and installed prior to shipping. The weights on the rod cannot fall off with the rod basket in
place. The weigh buggy measures 361/2" wide and 42" high, front height of the hopper is 323/4" high. The Bulk Scale has a
17 cu. ft. capacity hopper (about 800 lbs of shelled corn) and sits on a beam scale where the main beam reads 1000 lbs x
100 lbs, and the fractional beam reads 100 lbs x 1 lb and the metric unit reads 455kg. x 45kg. on the main beam and 50kg
x 200g on the fractional beam.
The digital Portable Bulk Scale, 864D, is the same construction at the 864, but has a 120 Plus digital weight indicator with
a rechargeable battery pack. The indicator has a large (0.82") six-digit LCD display with printer port (output only) and RS232 communications at up to
38,400 BPS with 500-character print ticket format (printer not included). Reads in pounds and ounces or kilos and grams. Reads in pounds or kilos.
Portable Bulk Scale, Manual Beam, in Pounds......................................................No. 864
Portable Bulk Scale, Manual Beam, in Kilos.......................................................No. 864M
Portable Bulk Scale with Digital Weigh Indicator, in Pounds or Kilos....... No. 864D

Domestic Packing for Bulk Scale................................................................... No. 864/DOM
Export Packing for Bulk Scale...............................................................................No. 864/EX

Factory Cat Walk Behind Sweeper
Looking for an easier way to clean-up that flat storage building? Rather than using 10 men with brooms, why
not invest in a walk behind sweeper? We’ve spoken to numerous elevator managers that tell us they have saved
tens of man-hours and thousands of dollars in this one investment!

34-SWEEPER

Standard features are all steel construction, powder-coated paint/dichromate plating, 185AH Battery, automatic
on-board 25-amp charger, main stainless steel mix broom and poly side broom. There is a ‘baghouse’ type
lifetime Polymer filter that filters particles to 0.1 microns. The side broom picks up dirt in corners and a large
main broom under the machine sweeps up the dirt and debris from the floor and packs it into the steel hopper.
Meanwhile, the second stage vacuums up the dust and traps it in the ‘baghouse filter’. A stainless steel adjustable
handle bar makes it easy for all employees to use and it has a ‘low-battery’ warning light. With an outstanding 3-year
parts warranty (excluding wear items) and 1-year labor warranty, it will be your employees favorite piece of equipment!
The Walk Behind is self-propelled, has a 10" diameter self-adjusting main broom (26" x 10") and large powerful 17" side broom with
a cleaning width of 33". Front drive wheels are 10" x 3", rear caster wheels are 5" x 2". No need for costly maintenance because there’s no oil to change,
brooms to reverse, fuel to spill, or tanks to exchange – just put the machine on charge after every shift! The Walk Behind runs on a 12 DVC rechargeable
battery with 1HP drive power. Sweeper can be purchased with an optional keyed lockout switch and optional heavy duty front bumper. Speed control is
0 to 3 mph. Continuous sweeping runtime rated at 3 to 5 hours. Hopper capacity is 2.0 cubic feet (56 liters). Actual dims: 58" (L) x 31" (W) x 38" (H), Net wt:
Without batteries: 320 lbs, weight with standard batteries 450 lbs.
Factory Cat Walk Behind Sweeper, 110V, 50/60Hz Charger..........No. 34-SWEEPER
Factory Cat Walk Behind Sweeper, 220V, 50/60Hz Charger..... No. 34-SWEEPER/A

Heavy Duty Bumper (installed)...........................................................No. 34-SWEEPER-B
Key Switch Lockout........................................................................ No. 34-SWEEPER-LOCK

Seedburo Spot-Aerator
This is the only Spot-Aerator that offers such a high pressure 12" diameter tubeaxial fan. Fan delivers 650 CFM against 11/2" static
pressure (water gauge) or 1300CFM against 1/2" static pressure.
Spot-Aerator incorporates a 10' x 10' polyethlene apron which prevents “short-circuiting” or channeling of air right next to the duct. This
short circuiting happens on other spot aerators because high performance fans used with small ducts create high velocities. In addition,
the apron will greatly increase the drawing capacities of the Spot-Aerator. The Seedburo Spot-Aerator includes a 5" angle ring, 2' of 5"
diameter, non-perforated tubing, 4' of 5" diameter perforated tubing and a 6" long closed point.
The Spot-Aerator is easy to insert and remove from any grain mass. The rugged spiral duct allows the operator to turn the complete duct
length into the grain in a matter of minutes. The “Natural” spiral of the duct makes this possible. Other units with auger-type spirals are hard
to insert because they go into grain as a screw goes into hard wood. Fan: Ship wt: 65 lbs, Ship dims: 20" (L) x 15" (W) x 15" (H), Connector,
Ducts and Apron: Ship wt: 20 lbs, Ship dims: 21" (L) x 21" (W) x 16" (H). Tube: Ship wt: 21 lbs, Ship dims: 80" (L) x 4" (W) x 6" (H).
Spot-Aerator, 3/4HP, 115V, 1PH, TEAO High Pressure Tubeaxial Type Motor, 3450 RPM...............................................................................................................No. SA1
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